
SUMMER INMEXICOWITH CHABLÉ HOTELS

With tight availability across Europe, travelling further afield to escape the crowds and experience some
of the world’s best hotels, for less, has never been more appealing. The award-winning Mexico hospitality
and wellness brand, Chablé Hotels, perfectly embodies this. Boutique properties, Chablé Yucatan and
Chablé Maroma, have launched a new low-season saving, as well as a special summer programme with
experiences only available throughout July and August truly showcasing why the summer is still a
sensational time to visit Mexico.

Summer-Only Adventures:
TURTLE HATCHLINGS: July and August is sea turtle season in Mexico with hatchings regularly taking
place between these months. Perfectly positioned beside the world’s second-largest coral reef, Chablé
Maroma offers up-close snorkelling encounters with these graceful creatures in their natural habitat.

DARK SKIES: The night skies above Mexico are also clearest in the summer, offering the best chance of
seeing the Milky Way during guided stargazing and moon-bathing experiences at Chablé Yucatan and
Chablé Maroma. Deep in the Yucatan jungle, Chablé Yucatan’s remote location offers unparalleled
nigh�ime experiences surrounded by the comforting silence of nature. Stargazing takes place in the
hotel’s central garden which boasts clear expanses of sky above.

SUPERMOON CEREMONY: Exclusively available at Chablé Yucatán, guests are invited to partake in
The Super Blue Moon ceremony on 31st August. This unique, spiritual experience is deeply connected to
the rhythms of nature and the cosmic cycle, filling the body with positive energy and helping control
emotions through guided meditation, water rituals at the hotel’s natural cenote and ancient Mayan song
work.

WHALE SHARK SPOTTING: The Riviera Maya has long been recognised as one of the best spots in the
world for catching a glimpse of the ethereal whale shark. During the summer, the gentle giants visit the
waters near Isla Mujeres, Isla Holbox and Isla Contoy. Nature lovers can base themselves within touching
distance at Chablé Maroma which can organise a range of local adventures where guests will have the
chance to swim alongside the whale sharks as they ascend to the surface to feed on plankton.

Year-Round Adventures:
Mexico offers a whole host of activities that are sure to delight all kinds of travellers, from families to
couples, and adrenaline seekers to beach book readers. Travellers should visit to:



● Focus on their wellbeing. Chablé Hotels offers bespoke happiness, healing heartache, immune
boosting and inner and outer strength programmes which are tailor-made by the hotels’ wellness
experts to fit each individual need.

● Taste the sensational flavours of Mexican cuisine during immersive cooking experiences hosted
by local abuelas at Chablé Yucatan and Chablé Maroma.

● Become a beekeeper. At Chablé Yucatan guests are invited to harvest honey from the hotel’s
Melipona Bee Sanctuary to make handmade soap, candles and sweets.

● Learn about ancient Mayan myths and legends during sundown bonfire storytelling sessions on
Chablé Maroma’s beach.

● Sip on the world’s largest private collection of tequila at Chablé Yucatan.
● Bop to pre-Hispanic music during Chablé Maroma’s music workshops.
● Enjoy dedicated family-friendly during activities that range from family wellness ceremonies,

swimming adventures in cenotes, yoga sessions, snorkelling and more

Weather:
Sun worshipers can revel in temperatures between 25-35°C on the coast which is ideal for long days spent
relaxing on beaches like Maroma. Positioned on its own private golden stretch, Chablé Maroma
encourages guests to embrace Mexico’s easy-going spirit whilst reclining on palapa-shaded sun loungers
with the Caribbean Sea steps away for swimming and paddle boarding. Meanwhile, those who prefer to
escape the heat can head inland to the rainforest where soothing afternoon rains encourage vegetation to
spring to life. Along Chablé Yucatan’s Green Route cycling trail, guests will find tropical flowers
blooming.
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